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Instagram Begins Blurring Nudity in Messages to Protect Teens & Fight Sexual Extortion
Instagram says it's deploying new tools to protect young people and combat sexual

extortion, including a feature that will automatically blur nudity in direct messages. The social
media platform said in a blog post that it's testing out the features as part of its campaign to fight
sexual scams and other forms of “image abuse,” and to make it tougher for criminals to contact
teens.

Sexual extortion, or sextortion, involves persuading a person to send explicit photos online
and then threatening to make the images public unless the victim pays money or engages in sexual
favors. Recent high-profile cases include two Nigerian brothers who pleaded guilty to sexually
extorting teen boys and young men in Michigan, including one who took his own life, and a
Virginia sheriff’s deputy who sexually extorted and kidnapped a 15-year-old girl.

Instagram and other social media companies have faced growing criticism for not doing
enough to protect young people. Mark Zuckerberg, the CEO of Instagram's owner Meta Platforms,
apologized to the parents of victims of such abuse during a Senate hearing earlier this year. Meta,
which is based in Menlo Park, California, also owns Facebook and WhatsApp but the nudity blur
feature won’t be added to messages sent on those platforms.

Instagram said scammers often use direct messages to ask for “intimate images.” To counter
this, it will soon start testing out a nudity-protection feature for direct messages that blurs any
images with nudity “and encourages people to think twice before sending nude images.” “The
feature is designed not only to protect people from seeing unwanted nudity in their DMs, but also to
protect them from scammers who may send nude images to trick people into sending their own
images in return,” Instagram said. The feature will be turned on by default globally for teens under
18. Adult users will get a notification encouraging them to activate it. Images with nudity will be
blurred with a warning, giving users the option to view it. They'll also get an option to block the
sender and report the chat.

For people sending direct messages with nudity, they will get a message reminding them to
be cautious when sending “sensitive photos." They'll also be informed that they can unsend the
photos if they change their mind, but that there's a chance others may have already seen them.

As with many of Meta's tools and policies around child safety, critics saw the move as a
positive step, but one that does not go far enough. “I think the tools announced can protect senders,
and that is welcome. But what about recipients?" said Arturo Béjar, former engineering director at
the social media giant who is known for his expertise in curbing online harassment. He said 1 in 8
teens receives an unwanted advance on Instagram every seven days, citing internal research he
compiled while at Meta that he presented in November testimony before Congress. "What tools do
they get? What can they do if they get an unwanted nude?” Béjar said “things won’t meaningfully
change” until there is a way for a teen to say they’ve received an unwanted advance, and there is
transparency about it.

White House assistant press secretary Robyn Patterson also noted that President Joe Biden
“has been outspoken about his belief that social media companies can do more to combat sexual
exploitation online.” Instagram said it's working on technology to help identify accounts that could
be potentially engaging in sexual extortion scams, “based on a range of signals that could indicate
sextortion behavior.” To stop criminals from connecting with young people, it's also taking
measures including not showing the “message” button on a teen’s profile to potential sextortion
accounts, even if they already follow each other, and testing new ways to hide teens from these
accounts.
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In January, the FBI warned of a “huge increase” in sextortion cases targeting children —
including financial sextortion, where someone threatens to release compromising images unless the
victim pays. The targeted victims are primarily boys between the ages of 14 to 17, but the FBI said
any child can become a victim. In the six-month period from October 2022 to March 2023, the FBI
saw a more than 20% increase in reporting of financially motivated sextortion cases involving
minor victims compared to the same period in the previous year.
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Infinite Scrolling Among Social Media Features That Risk Young Users’ Mental Health
The American Psychological Association (APA) issued a report criticizing how social media

is designed in a way that jeopardizes the youth's mental health. More than half of teenagers are
reporting symptoms of clinical dependency on social media and APA blame design features in
social media as one of the culprits.

Infinite scrolling, visible count of likes and follows, push notifications, and
AI-recommended content are some of the common features on social media platforms that hurt
teenagers' mental health, the report says. These same features are the one at the center of the many
lawsuits against social media platforms. The infinite scrolling feature was particularly noted by the
report, as the feature makes it harder for younger users to resist the urge to continue scrolling.

Teenager's brains are not equipped to cope with infinite scrolling features as their brain is
highly susceptible to impulses, APA said. "Youths’ developing cortical system makes them less
capable of resisting impulses or stopping themselves from behavior that may lead to temporary
benefit despite negative longer-term consequences," the report says. "This can lead to adolescents
making decisions based on short-term gain, lower appreciation of long-term risks, and interference
with focus on tasks that require concentration," it added.

On the other hand, push notifications take advantage of younger users' sensitivity to
distraction. What's worse, is that push notifications force users to quickly shift tasks, something that
requires a higher cognitive ability that people don't develop until early adulthood, interfering with
youths’ focus on schoolwork.

The expert report, made by a panel of 12 scholars, also stressed that brain development
starting at ages 10-13 until the mid-twenties is linked with hypersensitivity to both negative and
positive social feedback. Visible counts of a user's followers and "likes" is something that
capitalizes on younger user's vulnerabilities and increases chances for problematic use of social
media. Moreover, "likes and follower counts activate neural regions that trigger repetitive behavior,
and thus may exert greater influence on youths’ attitudes and behavior," the report says.

When social media platforms generate a content feed for users, the algorithm should be
recommending content that triggers youth engagement and peer pressure, but rather safety practices,
the Association recommended. Nevertheless, the Association sees potential for positive outcomes
stemming from social media use, if used properly.

"Youth using social media should be encouraged to use functions that create opportunities
for social support, online companionship, and emotional intimacy that can promote healthy
socialization," it said.
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